
EVENT 6
5th september

ELITE

WALL
IRISH



LOCATION
FIELD C



event 6
20 MT. SPRINT

10 BURPEE OVER IRISH WALL
10 MT. BEAR  HUG CARRY 

10 SANDBAG GROUND TO SHOULDER
10 MT. BEAR HUG CARRY

10 BURPEE OVER IRISH WALL
20 M. SPRINT

time cap: 6 MIN

score is time



weight &
variations

MALE

SENIOR

mASTER 35

MASTER 40

sandbag

75  KG

75 KG

50 KG

mASTER 45

MASTER 50

50 KG

50 KG

FEMALE

SENIOR

mASTER 35/40

MASTER 45/50

sandbag

50  KG

25 KG

25 KG



flow
Athletes will wait at the starting line.
At the call of “3,2,1 … go” the athlete will sprint to 
reach the irish wall where he/she will complete 10 
burpees over
When the burpees are completed he/she will keep a 
sandbag. The athlete will walk 10 metri with the 
sandbag in bear hug position and then will perform 
10 ground to shoulder. 
The athlete will then walk back 10 metri with the 
sandbag in bear hug position, will complete 10 
burpees over the irish wall and finally he/she will 
sprint to the finish line where the time will be taken.



standard
BURPEE OVER THE IRISH WALL

The athlete will bring the chest and thighs to the 
ground. 
Once back up he will have to climb over the Irish wall 
(1.60 meters) and then land on the opposite side 
completing the repetition.



standard
BEAR HUG

The athlete will have to grab the sandbag and hold it 
raised above the hips. 
If the sandbag falls below the hips, a no rep will be 
called and the athlete must drop the sandbag on the 
ground, raise it again and then continue the walk.



standard
GROUND TO SHOULDER

The athlete will lift the sandbag from the ground to 
the shoulder. In top position the athlete must have 
hips, knees fully extended and the sandbag over 
clearly on the shoulder. 
Touch and go is permitted.
Dropping the sandbag behind the back will be 
considered a no rep.


